
 

Media Player For_Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps ((NEW))
and here he repeats his famous quote from wall street as he points to the gulf oil spill: its a perfect storm, and you can make a lot of money if youre a weatherman. but that doesnt mean that you should get paid to let the storm happen. its the same in the financial world, he added. theres a lot of greed out there, but its not the whole story. there are people who want to make a

difference. theres good and bad on wall street, but its not all bad. stone has said that gekko is much more evil than gordon was in the original film. he is the most corrupt person in the history of wall street. he doesnt give a damn what happens to other people, he just wants to make more money and help himself. in this version, gekko wants to take over the world, and has a
global vision. in a way he was trying to make capitalism better by being good and not bad. but greed is still a problem. its not just gekkos greed, but the greed of the whole financial system. wall street itself was built on the back of wall street, so its not as though its not part of the problem. its just a big part of it. the film opens with a montage of the collapse of the wall street,
followed by the demolition of the entire wall of the financial district. the scene is later reinforced by a montage of the financial crisis of 2008, the day the banks made their first post-crash public offering, and the day the housing bubble burst. still, there were few prepared for the scale of the crisis, and many of them had not even heard of the new global credit default swaps

market, which was set up with the help of gekko. but they realised that something had changed in the financial world and the whole of society was affected. now the movie questions whether the crisis was a necessary measure to preserve the system, or whether it might have been better to have it collapse.

Media Player For_Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps

the most impressive part of money never sleeps is the film's two lead performances. even moreso than in wall street, the film excels due to its two leads. al pacino is a worthy successor to michael douglas' wall street genius, playing a nebbishy, ultra-conservative investment adviser who becomes a shark in order to earn the respect of his colleagues. the interview
scenes, sprinkled throughout the film, make up the best parts of wall street: money never sleeps with michael dowd (the only person i like in the film) as the voice of reason. he, like me, views this whole debacle as a result of a market that has long been rigged by the top 1% who now have a free hand to play with the system. and one thing we all know: markets

that are rigged dont do well. the film is still in the early stages of its search for talent and financing, so we dont know how much longer this project will go on. but we can be assured it will last at least long enough for the project to lose its sense of urgency. and in the meantime, we can be thankful that wall street: money never sleeps has more than enough to
keep us busy while we wait. it's really a good thing that gekko will have a lot of company in the sequel. i'm hoping, for the sake of the industry, that some of the wall street heavyweights in the original will be there as well, so that we can see some of that action play out. the role of wall street itself is filled by what is sure to be a new incarnation of the firm in the

same league as gordon gekko's firm. can it be possible that the characters in this story will be more than just stone cold killers? 5ec8ef588b
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